
Session 3: Why We Believe

I believe in the Bible,
the written and preserved

revelation of the Creator

2 Timothy 3 (16) All Scripture is God
and training in righteousness,
good work.

2 Peter 1 (20) Above all, you must understand that no prophecy of Scripture came about by the
prophet's own interpretation. (21)
spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy Spirit.

Psalm 119 (89) Your word, O LORD, is eternal; it stands firm in the heavens.
your mouth is more precious to me than thousands of pieces of silver and gold.

Matthew 5 (18) I tell you the truth, until heaven and earth disappear, not the smallest letter, not
the least stroke of a pen, will by any means disappear from the Law until everything is
accomplished.

Matthew 24 (35) Heaven and earth will pass away, but my wor
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I believe in the Bible,
the written and preserved

revelation of the Creator (Part 1)

All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting
and training in righteousness, (17) so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every

Above all, you must understand that no prophecy of Scripture came about by the
(21) For prophecy never had its origin in the will of man,

spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy Spirit.

Your word, O LORD, is eternal; it stands firm in the heavens.
your mouth is more precious to me than thousands of pieces of silver and gold.

I tell you the truth, until heaven and earth disappear, not the smallest letter, not
the least stroke of a pen, will by any means disappear from the Law until everything is

Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will never pass away.

I believe in the Bible,
the written and preserved
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breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting
so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every

Above all, you must understand that no prophecy of Scripture came about by the
For prophecy never had its origin in the will of man, but men

Your word, O LORD, is eternal; it stands firm in the heavens. (72) The law from
your mouth is more precious to me than thousands of pieces of silver and gold.

I tell you the truth, until heaven and earth disappear, not the smallest letter, not
the least stroke of a pen, will by any means disappear from the Law until everything is

ds will never pass away.
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Trustworthiness of the manuscripts

Original documents have long since crumbled. These manuscripts were

carefully copied by hand, and the copies were copied. Our modern day

Bible is based on those copies.

Inspiration →

When you compare Masoretic Text Manuscripts with each other and with the

as the basis for Bible translations today, they are virtually identical!

Although the Printing Press didn't come along until the mid 15th Century,

was utterly meticulous in copying

a sense of the techniques employed by Masoretic scribes as they carefully copied Holy Writ.

Remember, these scribes believed they were the copying God's Word!

The following detail of this process is extremely interesting:

a mistake in copying a new transcript, so they developed

transcribing. They decreed that:

 When a person was making a new text, he had to copy the

original page with such

words on a page could not be changed.

 If the original page had 288 words, then the page being

copied had to have the same 288 words.

 Each line on a new page had to be the exact same as the

line on the old page. If the first line

had nine words, the first line on the copy page had to have

nine words.

 After a page was copied,

page was counted and compared with the original.

 After a page was copied, someone would

on the copy and the original.

 A synagogue roll must be written on the skins of clean animals, th

column must not extend less than 48 or more than 80 lines;

consist of 30 letters.
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Original documents have long since crumbled. These manuscripts were

carefully copied by hand, and the copies were copied. Our modern day
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as the basis for Bible translations today, they are virtually identical!

Although the Printing Press didn't come along until the mid 15th Century, Jewish scribal tradition

was utterly meticulous in copying the Scriptures. The following article provides

a sense of the techniques employed by Masoretic scribes as they carefully copied Holy Writ.

Remember, these scribes believed they were the copying God's Word!

The following detail of this process is extremely interesting: They knew it would be easy to make

a mistake in copying a new transcript, so they developed elaborate and meticulous rules for

They decreed that:

When a person was making a new text, he had to copy the

original page with such exactness that the number of

words on a page could not be changed.

If the original page had 288 words, then the page being

copied had to have the same 288 words.

Each line on a new page had to be the exact same as the

line on the old page. If the first line on the original page

the first line on the copy page had to have

After a page was copied, the number of letters on that

and compared with the original.

After a page was copied, someone would check to see what the middle letter was

on the copy and the original.

must be written on the skins of clean animals, the length of each

must not extend less than 48 or more than 80 lines; the breadth
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 No word or letter, not even a yod

alphabet), must be written from memory... Between every consonant the space of a

hair or thread must intervene, between every book three lines.

 Besides this the copyist must s

(Hebrew Text of the Old Testament, Davidson).

 The scribes were not allowed to copy sentence for sentence or even word for word.

They had to copy letter for letter.

 After a page was copied and checked by

see what the middle word was on the page.

 Then, when the whole book was finished,

process was so accurate

letter count and would check the verse at that point as one of the methods of

confirmation.

 If a single error was found, the entire manuscript was destroyed to ensure that it

could never be used as a master copy in the future.

These are just a few examples of the great detail that went into ensuring

the accuracy of the Scriptures. To illustrate just how accurate the scribes

were - they counted and knew, for example, that there were

78,064 letters within Genesis! When comparing

Torah with Masoretic copies from Eastern Europe, a discrepancy of only 9

letters was found (not just with Genesis

No word or letter, not even a yod (the tenth and smallest letter of the Hebrew

, must be written from memory... Between every consonant the space of a

hair or thread must intervene, between every book three lines.

the copyist must sit in full Jewish dress, and wash his whole body

(Hebrew Text of the Old Testament, Davidson).

The scribes were not allowed to copy sentence for sentence or even word for word.

letter for letter.

After a page was copied and checked by another, still a third person would check to

see what the middle word was on the page.

Then, when the whole book was finished, another would count the phrases.

process was so accurate they could pinpoint the exact middle of a book simply by

and would check the verse at that point as one of the methods of

If a single error was found, the entire manuscript was destroyed to ensure that it

could never be used as a master copy in the future.

These are just a few examples of the great detail that went into ensuring

To illustrate just how accurate the scribes

, for example, that there were exactly

When comparing Yemenite copies of the

from Eastern Europe, a discrepancy of only 9

letters was found (not just with Genesis - but the entire Torah, or Pentateuch).
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tenth and smallest letter of the Hebrew

, must be written from memory... Between every consonant the space of a

wash his whole body

The scribes were not allowed to copy sentence for sentence or even word for word.

would check to

another would count the phrases. This

they could pinpoint the exact middle of a book simply by

and would check the verse at that point as one of the methods of

If a single error was found, the entire manuscript was destroyed to ensure that it
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Historical and Archaeological Accuracy

Ancient City of Ur

For centuries, skeptics stated that the Bible was nothing more than a

fanciful tales created out of the imaginative minds of ignorant shepherds and nomads. Therefore, i

reasoned, statements in the Bible should not be considered factual, true or verifiable (like statements made b

science!). For example, the skeptics taunted, where is the ancient city of Ur that the Bible states existed?

Ur was the city the Biblical patriarch Abraham,
(Canaan) God wanted him to live: "
of Ur of the Chaldeans, to give you this land to inherit it.'
Abram, and brought him out of Ur of the Chaldeans, and gave him the name Abraham;

The entire account of Abraham's journey can be found in Genesis 12. The New Testament refers to this journey in
Hebrews 11:9-10. For years the skeptics used the fact that Ur had not been found as a justification for believing the
entire Bible is wrong, until . . . . 1854 A.D.

Not much excavation work was done however. It took an Englishman named Leonard Wo
labored there from 1922 until 1934 A.D. What Wooley found amazed scholars and laymen alike. It was discovered
that Ur had been a powerful, prosperous, colorful and busy capital that was a major hub for trading. Ur, it turns out,
not only existed but was a sophisticated, highly organized city!

In a surprising contrast, the city of Babylon was found to have had only simple mud buildings. But Ur, which was
built 1,200 years BEFORE Babylon, had homes made of burnt brick, much like ours t
simple dwelling places with a few rooms? NO! Wooley found homes that were actually two
thirteen to fourteen rooms surrounding a courtyard. These homes also had a modern lavatory. These residences had
more than enough room for a family, their servants, and guests.

The excavations of Ur also produced a workshop where TWELVE kinds of clothing were made. Also found
recorded were the names of the mill girls and their quota of rations, even to the weight of wool given
and what each produced. Tax receipts were found that had been meticulously kept by week, month, and year.

The Ziggurat (the translated name means "house whose foundation creates terror") of Ur, which was the city's main
religious structure, was built four hundred years before Abraham. It was three stories high, with walls that all sloped
inward - there was not a straight line in it!

Archaeological Accuracy

Ancient City of Ur

For centuries, skeptics stated that the Bible was nothing more than a collection of stories, myths, legends and

fanciful tales created out of the imaginative minds of ignorant shepherds and nomads. Therefore, i

reasoned, statements in the Bible should not be considered factual, true or verifiable (like statements made b

science!). For example, the skeptics taunted, where is the ancient city of Ur that the Bible states existed?

s the city the Biblical patriarch Abraham, by command of God, was said to have left for another place
(Canaan) God wanted him to live: "Then He (God) said to him (Abraham), 'I am the Lord, who brought you out
of Ur of the Chaldeans, to give you this land to inherit it.' " (Genesis 15:7) "You are the Lord God, who chose
Abram, and brought him out of Ur of the Chaldeans, and gave him the name Abraham;

The entire account of Abraham's journey can be found in Genesis 12. The New Testament refers to this journey in
ears the skeptics used the fact that Ur had not been found as a justification for believing the

1854 A.D. when the city of Ur was found!

Not much excavation work was done however. It took an Englishman named Leonard Wo
labored there from 1922 until 1934 A.D. What Wooley found amazed scholars and laymen alike. It was discovered
that Ur had been a powerful, prosperous, colorful and busy capital that was a major hub for trading. Ur, it turns out,

only existed but was a sophisticated, highly organized city!

In a surprising contrast, the city of Babylon was found to have had only simple mud buildings. But Ur, which was
built 1,200 years BEFORE Babylon, had homes made of burnt brick, much like ours today! But were these homes
simple dwelling places with a few rooms? NO! Wooley found homes that were actually two
thirteen to fourteen rooms surrounding a courtyard. These homes also had a modern lavatory. These residences had

nough room for a family, their servants, and guests.

The excavations of Ur also produced a workshop where TWELVE kinds of clothing were made. Also found
recorded were the names of the mill girls and their quota of rations, even to the weight of wool given
and what each produced. Tax receipts were found that had been meticulously kept by week, month, and year.

The Ziggurat (the translated name means "house whose foundation creates terror") of Ur, which was the city's main
was built four hundred years before Abraham. It was three stories high, with walls that all sloped

there was not a straight line in it!

The reconstructed facade of Ur's

Ziggurat in modern Iraq.

The remains of the Neo

structure are sticking out at the top.

collection of stories, myths, legends and

fanciful tales created out of the imaginative minds of ignorant shepherds and nomads. Therefore, it was

reasoned, statements in the Bible should not be considered factual, true or verifiable (like statements made by

science!). For example, the skeptics taunted, where is the ancient city of Ur that the Bible states existed?

by command of God, was said to have left for another place
'I am the Lord, who brought you out

the Lord God, who chose
Abram, and brought him out of Ur of the Chaldeans, and gave him the name Abraham;" (Nehemiah 9:7)

The entire account of Abraham's journey can be found in Genesis 12. The New Testament refers to this journey in
ears the skeptics used the fact that Ur had not been found as a justification for believing the

Not much excavation work was done however. It took an Englishman named Leonard Wooley to excavate Ur. He
labored there from 1922 until 1934 A.D. What Wooley found amazed scholars and laymen alike. It was discovered
that Ur had been a powerful, prosperous, colorful and busy capital that was a major hub for trading. Ur, it turns out,

In a surprising contrast, the city of Babylon was found to have had only simple mud buildings. But Ur, which was
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simple dwelling places with a few rooms? NO! Wooley found homes that were actually two-story villas with
thirteen to fourteen rooms surrounding a courtyard. These homes also had a modern lavatory. These residences had
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and what each produced. Tax receipts were found that had been meticulously kept by week, month, and year.

The Ziggurat (the translated name means "house whose foundation creates terror") of Ur, which was the city's main
was built four hundred years before Abraham. It was three stories high, with walls that all sloped
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Hezekiah's Tunnel

Many scholars of the 19th & 20th

centuries doubted the existence of

King David. But in 1993, a discovery

among the ruins of the northern Israeli

town of Dan changed that. We now

have a monument from antiquity

inscribed with references to the

"House of David."

Hezekiah's Tunnel

The House of David

Modern biblical archaeology had its

beginnings with a man named Edward

Robinson (born 1793 in Connecticut)

Among his discoveries

greatest find in modern history

one which confirmed 2 Kings 20:20.

["As for the other events of

Hezekiah's reign, all his achievements

and how he made the pool and the

tunnel by which he brought water into

the city, are they not written in the

book of th

Judah?"]

In 1838, at the Pool of Siloam,

Robinson discovered the very water

system designed by King Hezekiah

and referred to in 2 Kings 20:20.

studying the chisel marks, he

determined that men ha

both ends, tunneling toward each

other and meeting in the middle.

Many scholars of the 19th & 20th

centuries doubted the existence of

King David. But in 1993, a discovery

ruins of the northern Israeli

town of Dan changed that. We now

have a monument from antiquity

The House of David

Modern biblical archaeology had its

beginnings with a man named Edward

Robinson (born 1793 in Connecticut).

Among his discoveries - perhaps the

greatest find in modern history - was

one which confirmed 2 Kings 20:20.

As for the other events of

Hezekiah's reign, all his achievements

and how he made the pool and the

tunnel by which he brought water into

city, are they not written in the

book of the annals of the kings of

Judah?"]

In 1838, at the Pool of Siloam,

Robinson discovered the very water

system designed by King Hezekiah

and referred to in 2 Kings 20:20. By

studying the chisel marks, he

ed that men had started on

both ends, tunneling toward each

other and meeting in the middle.



The Clay Seal of Gemariah

Of all the ruins and sites in the Holy

Land, perhaps the most interesting is

Capernaum, the hometown of Jesus

Himself. Archaeologist have been

excavating Capernaum for the past

100 years, uncovering a village along

the Roman Road, the Via Maris, with

lined streets, the foundations of

houses and shops, and the ruins of a

magnificent synagogue. Of particular

interest is a house, that with

reasonable certainty is believed to be

the very house of the disciple Peter

(the house in which Jesus stayed, the

house in which the invalid was

lowered through the roof).

The Clay Seal of Gemariah

Capernaum

Gemariah

Solomon's temple during the days of

Jeremiah. According to Jeremiah 36,

the prophet Jeremiah wrote a sermon

condemning the corruption of national

leaders. The letter was read in the

office chamber of Gemariah. When

King Jehoiakim hea

it to pieces. Among those who

warned the king and begged him not

to destroy the scroll was Gemariah.

Shortly after, the city of Jerusalem

was destroyed by fire by the

Babylonians.

In 1980, the Jewish archaeologist

Yagil Shiloh, dis

near the temple mount in Jersusalem.

Most remarkable was one bearing the

name of a scribe named Gemariah,

who was employed in the royal court

of King Jehoiakim (the very man

mentioned in Jeremiah 36).

Of all the ruins and sites in the Holy

Land, perhaps the most interesting is

Capernaum, the hometown of Jesus

Himself. Archaeologist have been

excavating Capernaum for the past

100 years, uncovering a village along

the Roman Road, the Via Maris, with

lined streets, the foundations of

houses and shops, and the ruins of a

magnificent synagogue. Of particular

reasonable certainty is believed to be

the very house of the disciple Peter

(the house in which Jesus stayed, the

Capernaum

Gemariah was an official in

Solomon's temple during the days of

Jeremiah. According to Jeremiah 36,

the prophet Jeremiah wrote a sermon

condemning the corruption of national

leaders. The letter was read in the

office chamber of Gemariah. When

King Jehoiakim heard of it, he hacked

it to pieces. Among those who

warned the king and begged him not

to destroy the scroll was Gemariah.

Shortly after, the city of Jerusalem

was destroyed by fire by the

Babylonians.

In 1980, the Jewish archaeologist

Yagil Shiloh, discovered 51 clay seals

near the temple mount in Jersusalem.

Most remarkable was one bearing the

name of a scribe named Gemariah,

who was employed in the royal court

of King Jehoiakim (the very man

mentioned in Jeremiah 36).



"The eminent American archaeologist William Deyer

all time demolished the notion that the Bible is pure mythology. The Bible is about real, flesh

people, in a particular time and place, whose actual hist

of the human condition and promise that transcend

“It may be stated categorically that no archaeological discovery has ever con

reference."

"On the contrary, archaeology has debunked the charge of one skeptic after another and has confirmed to

large extents the historical reliability of the Bible. The critics, it seems, keep trying to bury the Bible.

But the archaeologists bury the critics and keep digging the Bible back up."

In 1986 an ancient boat was

found buried in the mud by local

inhabitants during a drought

period. Israeli archaeologist

began excavating it and found the

boat dates from the time of Jesus.

It could be, in fact, the very boat

Jesus used when sailing across

the Sea of Galilee. It was likely

sailing the Sea of Galilee when

Jesus was there, exactly as

described in the Gospels.

The Jesus Boat

American archaeologist William Deyer said that a century and a half of exploration 'has for

all time demolished the notion that the Bible is pure mythology. The Bible is about real, flesh

people, in a particular time and place, whose actual historical experience led them irrevocably to a vision

of the human condition and promise that transcended anything yet conceived in an

~ Robert Morgan, Beyond Reasonable Doubt

“It may be stated categorically that no archaeological discovery has ever controverted a biblical

~ Nelson Glueck (J

"On the contrary, archaeology has debunked the charge of one skeptic after another and has confirmed to

large extents the historical reliability of the Bible. The critics, it seems, keep trying to bury the Bible.

ts bury the critics and keep digging the Bible back up."

~ Robert Morgan, Beyond Reasonable Doubt

said that a century and a half of exploration 'has for

all time demolished the notion that the Bible is pure mythology. The Bible is about real, flesh-and-blood

orical experience led them irrevocably to a vision

ed anything yet conceived in antiquity.'"

~ Robert Morgan, Beyond Reasonable Doubt

troverted a biblical

~ Nelson Glueck (Jewish archaelogist)

"On the contrary, archaeology has debunked the charge of one skeptic after another and has confirmed to

large extents the historical reliability of the Bible. The critics, it seems, keep trying to bury the Bible.

~ Robert Morgan, Beyond Reasonable Doubt



Evidence from Science

Astronomy and Cosmology

Fact Bible verses

The stars are too great in
number to count

Genesis 15:5
Jeremiah 33:22
Hebrews 11:12

The Earth is shaped like a

sphere (round) and rotates

Isaiah 40:22

Luke 17:34

The sun is moving
through space in a huge
orbit
Note: There is another
interpretation of this verse
that suggests its talking
about how the Sun appears
to rise in the East and sets in
the West (from Earth's
perspective). It is quite
possible that this verse is
not referring to the Sun's
orbital path at all.

Psalms 19:4

Light travels in a path,

darkness does not
Job 38:19

Earth floats freely

in space
Job 26:7

vidence from Science

Astronomy and Cosmology

Bible verses Date of verse Discovered by science

Genesis 15:5
Jeremiah 33:22
Hebrews 11:12

1868 BC
627-585 BC
64-68 AD

19th Century AD with the advent of
powerful telescopes. Prior to this, most
thought there were no more than 6,000
stars (what could be seen with the naked
eye from all points on the earth).
CNN report titled

sextillion.

Isaiah 40:22

Luke 17:34-36

746-680 BC

60 AD

Luke 17:34-36 depicts Christ's Second
Coming as happening while some are asleep
at night and others are working at day
activities in the field, an
rotating earth with day and night at the
same time.

Psalms 19:4-6 About 1000 BC It was only recently discovered that the Sun
is moving through space at about 600,000
miles per hour, in an orbit that would take
an estimated 230,000,000 years t

complete.

Job 38:19 1950 BC

or earlier

See excerpt from

in his book Christian Evidences

Job 26:7 1950 BC or

earlier

We're still trying to track down when

scientists discovered this.

Discovered by science

19th Century AD with the advent of
powerful telescopes. Prior to this, most
thought there were no more than 6,000
stars (what could be seen with the naked
eye from all points on the earth). See this

tled Star survey reaches 70

36 depicts Christ's Second
Coming as happening while some are asleep
at night and others are working at day-time
activities in the field, an indication of a
rotating earth with day and night at the

It was only recently discovered that the Sun
is moving through space at about 600,000
miles per hour, in an orbit that would take
an estimated 230,000,000 years to

from Bert Thompson, Ph.D

Christian Evidences.

We're still trying to track down when

scientists discovered this.



Medical

Fact Bible verses Date of verse Discovered by science

Life is in our blood Leviticus 17:11
Leviticus 17:14

1450-1410 BC
1450-1410 BC

During George Washington's day, the practice of
blood-letting to treat various kinds of illnesses was
common. In fact, George Washington died from this
very treatment. In 1830 AD, Dr. Marshall Hall came
out in strong opposition to this practice. However,
had any of the doctors who practiced this
treatment read these Bible verses, they would have
known that it could have fatal consequences.

Circumcisions should be
performed on the eighth day
after birth

Genesis 17:12 1868 BC According to the Old Testament (Genesis 17:12),
circumcision of newborn males was to be
performed on the eighth day after birth. Why the
eighth day? In 1935 Professor H. Dam proposed the
name "vitamin K" for the factor in foods which
helped prevent hemorrhaging in baby chicks. We
now know that vitamin K is responsible for the
production of prothrombin by the liver. If vitamin K
is deficient, there will be a prothrombin deficiency
and hemorrhaging may occur, since both vitamin K
and prothrombin are necessary for proper blood
clotting. Oddly enough, it is only on the 5th through
the 7th days of the newborn male's life that
vitamin K begins to be produced. It is only on day
eight that the percentage of prothrombin climbs
above 100% of normal! The only day in the entire
life of the newborn that the blood clotting element
prothrombin is that high is day eight. The best day
for surgical procedures like circumcision is
therefore day eight.

Laughter can
promote physical
healing

Depression can
be harmful to your
physical health

Proverbs 17:22 961 BC We don't know when the first scientific study was
done on this topic. However, based on articles
we've read on the internet, it appears that this was
discovered within the past 10 - 50 years by
scientists.



Oceanography

Fact Bible verses Date of verse Discovered by science

The oceans have
circulating currents or
'paths'

Psalms 8:8
Isaiah 43:16

About 1000 BC
746-680 BC

(Late 1800's) Dr. Matthew Maury is considered
the father of modern oceanography. He got
the idea that there were ocean currents by
reading Psalm 8:8. One day while he was sick
in bed, he asked his son to read the Bible to
him. One of the verses his son read was Psalms
8:8. That particular verse mentioned "paths" in
the seas. Believing that the Bible must be
correct about these "paths", he set out to find
them. As a result, Dr. Maury was the first to
discover (in modern times) that the seas were
circulating systems with interaction between
wind and water.

There are springs that
arise from the ocean floor

Job 38:16 1950 BC or earlier The earliest secular references to these springs
was by the Roman geographer Strabo, who
lived from 63 BC to 21 AD.

Mountains and deep
valleys exist on the ocean

floor

Job 38:16
Jonah 2:5-6

1950 BC or earlier
770 BC

The Challenger expedition (1873-1876)
commenced the first scientific exploration of
the ocean floor, during which a canyon 5 1/2
miles deep was discovered in the Pacific.

Miscellaneous

Fact Bible verses Date of verse Discovered by science

Anthropic Principal Isaiah 45:18 746-680 BC 20th century

Entropy Psalms102:25-26
Isaiah 51:6
Hebrews 1:10-11

About 1000 BC
740-680 BC
64-68 AD

Rudolf (Julius Emanuel) Clausius formulated the
Second Law of Thermodynamics in 1850.

All things are made up
of sub-atomic particles
that are invisible to the

naked eye

Hebrews 11:3 64-68 AD The first sub-atomic particle to be
discovered by modern science was the
electron. It was first discovered by J.J.

Thomson in 1897.

Time had a beginning Hebrews 11:3 64-68 AD Not until our modern atomic era has man
understood that there was a time when the
universe did not exist. This is what the big
bang theory proves.


